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Contact Agent

Explore a solid opportunity to settle into Ambarvale’s welcoming community with this cozy 2-bedroom

apartment.Presenting a practical design, this apartment offers a straightforward layout that combines functionality with

ease of living. It features an adequately sized bathroom, a purposeful kitchen for your cooking needs, and a living area that

extends into a private balcony for moments of relaxation.Both bedrooms are fitted with walk-in robes, and the primary

bedroom has the added benefit of balcony access, inviting a breath of fresh air right into your living space.Situated on the

2nd floor and accessible by elevator, the apartment promises a blend of privacy and accessibility.The inclusion of a secure

parking space adds a layer of convenience, specifically designated for residents of this apartment.Its central location

means you’re just a short walk from local amenities, including shops, schools, and more.With ALDI, Campbelltown

Hospital and Macarthur Square Shopping Centre within close proximity, the essentials are practically at your

doorstep.Additional features worth noting:- A functional open-plan area for dining and living- An internal laundry facility-

A dishwasher for convenient cleanup- Ceiling fans across the apartment- Carpeted bedrooms for added comfort-

Elevator access to easily navigate the buildingConsider this apartment as your next step towards a balanced and

convenient lifestyle in Ambarvale.Contact us to learn more and let this be where your new chapter begins.Disclaimer: All

information contained herein is true and correct to the best of our ability however, we encourage all interested parties to

carry out their own enquiries at all times and to not solely rely on the information and photos provided here within as well

as discussions with agents or their representatives.


